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I cheered as our bishop angrily sliced his way through the 
enemy knight on his black horse and kicked them off the 
board. He took their place on the black square. We waited in 
deadly silence for the black pieces to stop discussing their 
next move and then act. The tension built.

The pawn on square G2 was instructed to move two places 
forwards and did just that, only to be stepped on by our 
knight: Lancelot. The Chess Board was a huge battlefield of 
white quartz and black coal, polished to shimmer and 
surrounded by hot molten lava. It had been the home of many 
great battles. With our mighty King Harold, we had never lost 
any battle and we never will. 

“Pawn, Jim,” boomed the King Harold over the amplifier, 
“move forward one space.” Jim cautiously forward one space 
and being my best friend winked at me. I winked encouragingly 
back as the black opposing knight charged forward and cut 
three of our pawns heads off, kicking them off the board as he 
went. The bishop of Gloucester cautiously moved four spaces 
to the right diagonally. Their knight moved again viciously 
blocking our next move of check and at the same time getting 
a fork between our king and the bishop of Gloucester. We 
only had one choice: move King Harold.

The decision was made. Then the Bishop of Gloucester was 
suddenly taken, too silently for my liking. The pawn in front of 



me moved forwards ready to take the knight if needed and at 
the same time letting me escape my little square on the side of 
the shiny board.
 
The black pieces were ready to move and decided to move 
their Queen out and into the battle. The Queens name was 
the Queen of Scots and she was very nasty. Every game she 
would keep at least one prisoner and cut their head off in 
public with her best axe. They could get check in one move 
now, which was disastrous. It meant we had to move the king. 
Not good. So with our pawn, which was in front of me, we 
took their knight and the Queen retreated. Phew! 

My friend Toby, the other rook, was ready to move into a 
position to get the black king in check and did it immediately 
not realising the sharp sword cutting into his back. He turned 
round and locked blades with the evil black bishop, only to 
find, that he was instantly over-powered by the towering giant 
of a bishop. 

That was when it happened, I suddenly realised we could get 
checkmate in two moves but my happiness sank into sudden 
despair for Toby. To enable checkmate I had to go the same 
way Toby had gone. Without thinking I moved forwards and 
smiled as the axe came down onto my head. I had sacrificed 
myself to win the game. It was a sacrifice I was willing to make 
for the great King Harold.  


